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Introduction

WHEAT[2] optimization allows achieving sub-

second speed up for regular Blockchain algo-

rithms. AWARE[1] extends it by implementing

a dynamic voting weight allocation algorithm.

However, it is vulnerable to performance degra-

dation attacks. This research analyses weak

points of AWARE and presents a new Reflection

algorithm that makes latency matrix more reli-

able.

Research questions

• How fake reports affect AWARE dynamic vote

allocation?

• What is a behaviour of AWARE dynamic leader

selection algorithm during attacks?

• How to use consensus message arrival times to

improve latency estimation?

Attacks on performance

Byzantine nodes can act correctly during la-

tency measurement stage and reduce performance

after obtaining Vmax voting weights.

Such attack can increase quorum size. Fig 1.

Shows a network that can make fast progress

only in a small quorum of 5 nodes.

Fig. 1: Network vulnurable to throughput degradation attack

Approach

Fig. 2: Waiting for messages

Reflection algorithm tracks ACCEPT, WRITE and PROPOSE mes-

sage arrival time from other nodes (see Fig 2.). Later, it

sanitizes reported latency vector ~L in such a way that it

could explain waiting times between messages.

We are creating a separate Linux Network Namespace for ev-

ery node to isolate it. Linux Traffic Control (TC) subsystem

allows us to introduce queuing discipline (qdisc) that simu-

lates latency between nodes (see Fig 3.).

Fig. 3: Latency simulation

Experiment results

Fig. 4: Drop all messages Fig. 5: Drop only ACCEPT messages

Fig. 6: Drop all messages Reflection average performance over 8 runs

To validate Reflection al-

gorithm, we simulated a net-

work from Fig 1 with pa-

rameters f = 2 and ∆ = 1.
So, to advance blockchain,

correct replicas need to

get Qv = 7 voting weights.

That means only if 5 well-

connected correct replicas

obtain all Vmax weights,

then Blockchain can make

fast progress. We can see

how Byzantine nodes slow

down the network. It ex-

plains why AWARE attacked

executes transactions slower

than AWARE normal (see Fig

6.) However, we can see that

after few epochs of working

in a slow configuration re-

configuration happens (see

Figures 4, 5) and Reflection

algorithm reallocates voting

weights of Byzantine nodes

to correct nodes.

Discussion

Fig. 7: Ciruclar

queue

BFT-SMaRt implements circular

queue (see Fig 7) to choose a

new leader. However, AWARE adds

a separate leader switch system

that does not have an order and

works in parallel. As intru-

sion tolerant systems can not

rely on one leader for a long

time, they mitigate benefits of

AWARE.

Conclusion

• Our approach adapts the dynamic link latency

estimation algorithm to use information about

consensus message arrival times.

• It is better to disable AWARE dynamic leader

selection optimization in a network where at-

tacks are expected.

This research shows how to make AWARE optimiza-

tions more resilient to Byzantine node attacks.
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